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We consider the large size limit of the number of q-colourings for three types 
of planar graph and obtain expansions for this limit in powers of (q - 1)-l. 
The methods used to derive and investigate these series are related to more 
general methods of investigating the Tutte polynomial used in theoretical physics. 
The analogy with physical problems is used to suggest investigations of the 
convergence properties of these series. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The colouring polynomials of graphs have been considered by a number of 
workers since the time of Birkhof? [I] and there have been a number of 
studies of the large size limit of colouring polynomials. This stu 
result, [2], colouring polynomial is a special case of the Tutte polynomia4 
[3, 4] which in turn has been shown to correspond to the partition function 
of the Potts model [5, 61, a model of recent interest in theoretical physics. We 
use the connection between the Potts model and the colouring polynomial 
to classify the various techniques for obtaining series expansions for the 
limits of colouring polynomials, and to suggest ways of analysing these series. 
The Potts model [6] has at each vertex, I, of a graph a variable (TV which is 
in one of 4 states, and an energy given by 
E = - c J6,,,j . 
edges (i,j) 
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The thermodynamic properties of this model are obtained from the partition 
function 
zc&, 4) = c exp (---E/X!) (2) 
0 configurations 
u = exp (-J/kT). (3) 
For J < 0 as T -+ 0 the only terms contributing to the sum (2) are those 
with neighbouring 0 variables in different states so that the number of 
configurations is equivalent to the number of ways of colouring the vertices 
of the graph with 4 colours so that two neighbouring vertices have the same 
colour. In other words: 
Z& = ~0, 4) = C(G, 4) (4) 
This is an example of the connection between Potts model and Tutte poly- 
nomials [4] discussed by Fortuin and Kasteleyn [2]. 
The Potts model partition function has two forms 2, , Z, appropriate 
to low and high temperatures respectively. 
z&, q) = u-~ZL(G ~7 4 
= q-f’-*(u-1 + q - I)= Z&G, u, q) 
(5) 
where the graph G has V vertices and E edges. Z, and Z, have Taylors 
expansions in u and z, = (1 - u)/(l + (q - 1)~) respectively and their 
large size limits also have such expansions. 
For G, G* a pair of dual planar graphs we have [2, 51 
-UG*, x, u> = -GAG, x, Y> (6) 
In analogy with statistical mechanics where the limit of Z1iv is considered 
we consider the function 
W(q) = limliT(G, , WY 
where the limit is defined using a sequence of graphs G, whose number of 
vertices tends to infinity. There is no overall theory of the conditions under 
which the limit (7) exists. A set of conditions that is believed to be appropriate 
for the models studied in statistical mechanics is that the set of G, be sub- 
graphs on an infinite regular lattice (all vertices equivalent) graph such that 
the graphs G, increase in size equally in all directions. The radius of conver- 
gence of the series should then define sufficiently large q. Eggs [7] has given 
a more detailed discussion for the square graph and showed that a colouring 
limit exists for integral q 2 3. Some further discussion of the problem has 
been given by Biggs and Meredith [S]. 
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To study the limit of C(G, q) we require an expansion of the form 
so that 
C(G, q) = qV[l + powers of q-“f 
W(q) = q[1 + powers of q-“J (?I 
In fact it is found that the natural expansion variables of the problem lead 
to expansions of the form 
TV(q) = 1 + powers of (q - I>-” WI 
where z is the coordination number or valency of the graph. The simplest 
expansion of the colouring polynomial is that due to Birkhoff [I] and is 
equivalent to the expansion of the Potts model partition function as a Whitney 
polynomial [9]. The expansion obtained by Nagle [lo] involving no subgraphs 
with vertices of degree 1 corresponds to the high temperature (small v) 
expansions for the Potts model considered by Kihara et al. f5]. Domb fll] 
showed how to obtain Potts model expansions using only non-separable 
snbgraphs (star subgraphs) a generalisation of the corresponding result for 
colouring polynomials [12, 131. Baker 1131 transformed the star-graphs 
into strong star-graphs, i.e. star section-graphs. This technique has not been 
used in studies of the Potts model but can be shown to be possible using the 
results of Sykes et aE. [14] on star conversion matrices. We also consider two 
other Potts model techniques for deriving colouring series. The first is to 
derive low temperature (small U) series and to use the duality relation (5) 
to obtain small-v series on the dual lattice. The other method which only 
applies to the square lattice is the finite lattice method of the Neef [15] which 
gives expressions for colouring series in terms of the colouring polynomials of 
rectangular graphs. These rectangular graphs G,, have vertices indexe 
(i, j), 1 < i < ypz, 1 < j < y1 and edges from (i, j) to (i + 1) j) and (i, j + 1). 
Letting x denote l/(q - 1) we have been able to obtain series for i;ir for the 
triangular, square and honeycomb graphs (regular graphs of valency 6, 4, 3 
respectively) correct to xX2, xl8 and xl8 respectively. The details of the 
derivation are discussed in the folloling section and the analysis of the series 
is discussed in the final section. 
2. DERIVATION OF SERIES 
8ne important concept in the derivation of the series is what has been 
called the logarithmic transformation. When one considers the infinite limit 
it is easier to obtain series for ln(W(q)) rather than for 77(q) and in many 
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cases subgraphs with more than one component no longer contribute. The use 
of the logarithm occurs naturally in theoretical physics since the logarithm 
of the partition function is proportional to the free energy. A discussion 
of the transformation has been given by Biggs [4, chapter 1 l] and the meaning 
of the infinite limit in subgraph expansions is also discussed in [14]. 
The series for the trangular lattice graph were obtained by using the method 
of Baker [13] who showed that there is an expansion of the form: 
ln W&) = ln 4 + c k, Gl FAd (12) 
Q 
where [g, G] is the number of strong embeddings of subgraph g in G (nor- 
malised by 1 / V as in [ 141). The following properties of F,(q) reduce the amount 
of calculation needed. 
(i) It is non-zero only if g is non-separable, i.e. single component 
with no cut points. 
(ii) F,(q) does not depend on G so that the F, can be calculated 
recursively in terms of colouring polynomials of g and smaller stars. 
(iii) F,(q) = 0 if g has a cut-set of 2 (or in general n) vertices that are 
connected (or in general all connected to each other). 
Properties (i) and (ii) hold for general Potts model expansions while property 
(iii) is a special simplification occurring only in the colouring problem. For 
the regular planar graphs only the n < 3 cases of (iii) can occur but this 
reduces the number of contributing star graphs on the triangular lattice to 
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 7, 13 and 26 graphs of 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 vertices. 
The F, of an n-vertex star is of order xn-l so that we obtained the series 
W&) = cq --I@ l)” (1 - 2x2 + x4 + x5 + 5x6 + 16x’ + 47x8 + 134x9 
+ 374x10 + 1030x11 + 2810x12 + ---- (13) 
adding four terms to the series given by Baker [13]. 
The method of de Neef [15] can be regarded as a resummation of the star 
graph expression so that (12) involves only a sum over rectangular graphs and 
the [g, G] are all 1 or 2 depending on the symmetry. Evaluating the F, 
recursively we have 
In W(q) w  c’ aii In C(Gij , q) (14) 
where Gij is the rectangular graph of i x j vertices and the aij depend on 
where the series is cut off. Taking the exponential, 
(15) 
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Formally graphs G,, , G,, contribute to the product for various az but when 
the explicit expressions for the colouring polynomials are inserted into (15) 
it is found that these terms cancel. To obtain series in W(q) correct to PnL we 
require all Wij for (i + j) < m + 2. Correct to x1* we have 
= 1 + x3 + x7 + 3x8 f 4x9 + 39 + 3x11 + 11x1” + 24x13 
+ 8x1” - 91x15 - 261~~~ - ,290~~~ + 254~~~ + ----. (161 
The Wij were calculated by transfer matrix techniques similar to those 
discussed by Riggs and Meredith [S]. Nagle [IO] gave Ws, to P but doubted 
the accuracy of his last two terms which do in fact difSer from those above. 
We believe the terms given above are correct to x1* since these series have 
also been obtained by using de Neef’s method on smaller clusters and also 
aker method using a total of 27 star graphs. The calculation sf the 
series (16) was completely automated to avoid errors in transcribing data. 
Since the same routines were used to calculate and manipulate the transfer 
matrices at all orders we believe that the correct derivation of co&cients to 
x1* represents an adequate test of the computer program and that all the 
coefricients in (16) should be correct. 
The series for the honeycomb lattice were derived from low temperature 
series for the Potts model. The Potts model series were derived in the form of 
b~gb-~e~~ series by perturbation about a fully aligned state [16] on the 
triangular lattice using the lattice constants for graphs of up to five vertices 
as described in [16] and obtaining several lattice constants for larger graphs 
by hand. These series were transformed into high temperature series for the 
honeycomb lattice using the duality relation (5). 
Although the low temperature series have no physical meaning for u < 0, 
e series is interpreted as a high temperature series on the honeycomb 
lattice it is valid for small j zi j for both positive and negative 21. For sufficiently 
large q the circle of convergence will include the value 2’ = - 1 /(q - I), the 
colouring polynomial case. 
The series obtained is 
~zfcbq~ = 
3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Apart form simple solutions on trees and solutions for 4 = 9, CJ = 2, 
there are only three exact results for the infinite limit of chromatic poly- 
nomials, W&q = 3) and WTri(q = 4) = WKaaome(q = 3) 
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w&&q = 3) = ($“‘” 
WT& = 4) = fi 
(n + 2j2 
n=O (n + ‘l>b + 3) 
[I71 
[181. 
Since these values apply to points near the respective radii of convergence of 
the series,’ the exact results are useful tests of our techniques of obtaining 
approximate representations of the series near its singularities. Figure 1 
FIG. 1. Singularities and solutions of the Potts model on the square lattice. A: q = 2 
line of Onsager solution [19]. B: Colouring polynomials correspond to v  = -l/(q - 1). 
C: Singularities of Potts model [3] and exact solutions [9], along line v-l = 1 + z/S. 
D: C(q) known at q = 3 [17]. E: Hypothetical line of singularities passing through known 
singularity at q = 2, v  = 1 - 2/z. Shaded regions do not correspond to real values of T 
for either sign of J. 
represents the physical regions for the Potts models and location of exact 
solutions. On the square lattice there is a known line of singularities for 
positive Y given by U--I = 1 + qt. Along this line, which can be located by 
using the self-dual property of the lattice, the energy [2, 51 and the free 
energy and latent heat [9] can be obtained exactly. At q = 2 the partition 
function can be solved for all z1[ 191 and is an even function of u. The partition 
function at q = 1 is trivially soluble. Bond percolation [20] corresponds to 
differentiating with respect to q at q = 1 [2] and no exact solutions are known 
except at v = 4. The remaining exact result is the q = 3 colouring polynomial. 
Because of the symmetry at q = 2 there is a singularity at v = - 2/Z+ 1. 
This singularity may be isolated or it may lie on a line of singularities. The 
existence of such a line is equivalent to the existence of a phase transition 
in Potts models for q w 2. If such a line cut the line z, = - 1 /(q - l), the value 
of q would be the maximum q for which the J < 0 Potts model had a phase 
transition. The radius of convergence of the colouring polynomial could 
thus correspond to a Potts model singulairity. 
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Gaunt and Guttmann 1211 have reviewed various techniques used in 
theoretical physics to investigate the singularities of functions for which 
only a finite number of series coefficients are known. We concentrate our 
analysis on the triangular lattice for which the series are most regular so 
that extrapolations based on a finite number of coefficients should be more 
reliable. Apart from the x2 term all coefficients are positive so that the ratio 
method f21] can be applied. The results depend considerably on the form of 
function assumed and the manner in which the coefficients are fitted. 
If one assumes 
Ef*i = (1 - X2)2 + X’#(X) W) 
$(4 - (1 - x/x,)-y iw 
the best fit is obtained by x;’ = 2.58, y = I.4 while if one assumes 
FTTri = W,(X) - A(1 - X/X,)-’ f201 
with W,(x) having negligible effect on the higher order coefficients, then the 
best fit is x;l = 2.74, y = -0.27. The form of the coefEcients implied by 
the values fitted to equation (20) is 
Cn given by (13) y1 < 12 
r, = C&m, = 2.744(1 - 1.274/r2 f 14.45/n2), n > 13. 122) 
The values of the coeEicients in (22) were chosen by extrapolatmg the behav- 
iour of Y, , n < 12. 
This type of ratio method extrapolation is only really rehable if the coefh- 
cient of l/n2 is small. The coefficient of l/z corresponds to (JJ - 1) of 
equation (20). The approximation obtained from (211, (22) gives V(x = $1 = 
0.8842, 2 % higher than the exact value given by Baxter [lg]. For comparison 
a direct summation of (13) leads to F(x = +> w  0.8398, about 3 % below 
the Baxter result, so that the ratio method representation has not given any 
significant improvement in the numerical values. The form of V given by 
(18) is not possible, with y = 1.4 because W(q) is bounded for all 4 at which 
the limit exists. 
To prove this bound we consider the Birkhoff [I ] formula for the colouring 
polynomial of a graph 
C(G, q) = c (-1)” qy---e‘rx 
G’$G 
< c lqlv-v+z 
G’<G 
G ‘fGZG * 
= qV2” 
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so that 
C(G, q)llv < q - 2EIv (24) 
where the graph G has E edges and I/vertices and Cc, is a sum over (G’> all 
edge subgraphs of G with v, x and e denoting the number of vertices, com- 
ponents and edges of G’. 
The existence of this bound means that it becomes difficult to use PadC 
approximants to study the series. The Pad& approximant method consists of 
representing a function by the ratio of two polynomials chosen so that the 
series expansion of the approximant agrees with known series terms. Informa- 
tion on the singularities of the function is obtained by locating the poles of 
the approximant. The bound (24) indicates that any poles in approximants to 
JV, W or # cannot be accurate representations of the function. Fitting Pad6 
approximants to derivatives has proved inconclusive. In addition, Pad6 
approximants to JV gave values at x = i that were about 29 % higher than 
the exact Baxter result. These approximants had real poles in the range xc1 = 
2.65 to 2.71. Without some guide as to the form of the singularity no further 
analysis seems to be possible. 
The series for the square and honeycomb lattices had irregular changes in 
sign indicating that the radius of convergence is determined by a singularity 
away from the real axis. PadC approximants constructed to p showed the 
following poles for the following values of x 
0.47 * .32i ; 0.26 & .53i ; 0.82 square 
0.50 rt 0.46i; -0.29 & 0.72i; 0.89 honeycomb. 
The PadC approximants also showed zeros very close to the four complex 
roots in each case. This type of behaviour occurs when PadC approximants 
are fitted to singularities more complicated than simple poles and zeros. The 
bound (24) shows of course that simple poles cannot occur in E This pole- 
zero behaviour is not observed in the real root. It is expected that the 
PadC approximants will give a poorer representation of the further singulari- 
ties especially in cases when the dominant singularities especially in cases 
when the dominant singularities can not be exactly fitted by the PadC approxi- 
mant. 
If the singularities on the real axis do correspond to the limiting case of a 
J < 0 Potts model transition as suggested above then the limiting q values 
would be 
q = 3.7 & 0.15 triangular 
q = 2.22 f 0.10 square 
q = 2.12 & 0.05 honeycomb. 
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The errors are merely consistency limits on the results from the Pad6 
approximants and because of the uncertainties in the form of the functions 
and the highly irregular nature of the series wider confidence limits would 
be more realistic. The behaviour of a function can never be determined with 
certainty by extrapolation of a finite number of series coeiikients but the 
success of such methods in statistical mechanics [al] suggests that they may 
give useful guides to the behaviour of chromatic polynomials. 
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